Epiphany Risk Hunter
YOUR DEDICATED GUIDE FOR HARD-TO-ANALYZE RISKS
The Epiphany Intelligence PlatformTM is a data context engine, ingesting and analyzing a wide rate of IT, security, and
threat data. Epiphany helps security professionals understand and mitigate business risks quickly and easily—before they
lead to adverse impacts.
If your organization has a complex network of desktops, laptops, tablets, and IoT devices, you may need a more
in-depth evaluation of your operational environment, beyond standard data sources. Epiphany’s powerful, intuitive tools
let you understand where each threat has the opportunity and ability to disrupt your business. That is the cornerstone of
Epiphany’s value for your organization.
Unfortunately, some risks can’t be automated, mapped, or ingested easily. That’s where the Epiphany Risk Hunter comes
in. The Risk Hunter is an offensive security professional dedicated to your business and your risk mitigation journey.
The Epiphany Risk Hunter helps you and your organization understand even your hardest-to-analyze risks, beyond those
automatically identified by Epiphany. The Risk Hunter pursues risks created by isolated technologies in your environment,
including IoT systems, industrial control systems, appliances, applications, and building systems.
By utilizing the power of Epiphany and the intelligence of its Scout support team, the Risk Hunter is armed with
advanced weapons to help you hunt, assess, understand, prioritize, and track your deepest risks.
That makes the Epiphany Risk Hunter an exceptionally valuable extension of your security team, dedicated to finding
risks that could impact your most critical, hard-to-reach areas.

Book a Demo

The Epiphany Risk Hunter Can:
•

•

•

Serve as your technical
advisor on offensive security
risks that could impact your
business
Assess how technologies
within your organization
could potentially impact
your environment
Identify and feed your isolated
risks and attack paths into
Epiphany for evaluation

•

Provide you with a direct
channel to the Epiphany
Scout team

•

Help you formulate security
strategies for technical
implementations

•

Integrate your unique
organizational data sources
directly into Epiphany

•

Prepare technical risk briefings
for you and your organization

•

Coordinate integration of
your 3rd-party technologies
into Epiphany

•

Help Epiphany ingest
your 3rd-party consultant
assessment data
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The Risk Realization Cycle

Risk Hunting’s strategic approach to
finding gaps in risk coverage
targets of opportunity along attack
1 Determine
paths, using visualization tools.

transition points through which attacks
2 Identify
can flow, and explore potential outcomes.

the potential business impacts and
3 Prioritize
determine the most effective mitigations.

remediation to prevent potential
4 Execute
attacks and negative impacts.

The Epiphany Risk Hunter is your offensive security expert, dedicated to customizing Epiphany for your specific
needs. The Risk Hunter ensures that you won’t be blindsided by surprises, and that your hardest-to-analyze risks
won’t go unnoticed.
Let the Epiphany Risk Hunter be your eyes and ears across the threat landscape, while you focus on growing and
building your business.

Awareness powers
protection.
Contact us today to get started with Epiphany.

Contact Us

ABOUT EPIPHANY SYSTEMS
Epiphany delivers world-class cybersecurity solutions for enterprises in
every sector of government and industry, including the Fortune 500. We
are dedicated to reducing technical and business risks through innovative
technologies, including artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Our mission is to safeguard our clients’ data, assets, and operations across
the globe. We assess each client’s unique needs and challenges to
ensure that their risks are visible, managed, and mitigated. If it’s connected,
it must be protected.
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